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The Not Very Patrilocal European Neolithic Strontium, aDNA, and
Archaeological Kinship Analyses Archaeopress Publishing Ltd Two decades of
strontium isotope research on Neolithic European burials – reinforced by high-proﬁle
ancient DNA studies – has led to widespread interpretations that these were
patrilocal societies, implying signiﬁcant residential mobility for women. This volume
questions that narrative from a social anthropological perspective on kinship.
Warfare in Neolithic Europe An Archaeological and Anthropological Analysis
Pen and Sword The Neolithic ('New Stone Age') marks the time when the prehistoric
communities of Europe turned their backs on the hunter-gatherer lifestyle that they
had followed for many thousands of years, and instead, became farmers. The
signiﬁcance of this switch from a lifestyle that had been based on the hunting and
gathering of wild food resources, to one that involved the growing of crops and
raising livestock, cannot be underestimated. Although it was a complex process that
varied from place to place, there can be little doubt that it was during the Neolithic
that the foundations for the incredibly complex modern societies in which we live
today were laid. However, we would be wrong to think that the ﬁrst farming
communities of Europe were in tune with nature and each other, as there is a
considerable (and growing) body of archaeological data that is indicative of episodes
of warfare between these communities. This evidence should not be taken as proof
that warfare was endemic across Neolithic Europe, but it does strongly suggest that
it was more common than some scholars have proposed.Furthermore, the words of
the seventeenth-century English philosopher, Thomas Hobbes, who famously
described prehistoric life as 'nasty, brutish, and short', seem rather apt in light of
some of the archaeological discoveries from the European Neolithic. Indo-European
Origins The Anthropological Evidence Inst for the Study of Man A comprehensive
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survey of the evidence from biological anthropology for Indo-European origins, based
on the author¿s Ph.D. thesis prepared under Professor James Mallory. The author ﬁrst
considers the various ways that languages can spread and the possible biological
implications of these expansions. He then embarks on an exhaustive survey of over
2,600 books and articles relating to the physical anthropology of the earliest
identiﬁed speakers of Indo-European languages, based on ancient texts, artworks
and lexicons. Covering Europe and Asia from the Neolithic onwards, His study
surveys dermatoglyphics, mummiﬁed corpses, skeletal remains and genetic material
for evidence of ancient population movements. An attempt is then made to integrate
ﬁndings from biological anthropology with data from linguistics, archaeology and
social anthropology to test the validity of migration theories in relation to the
dispersal of the Indo-European languages and the possible location of a
hypothecated proto-Indo-European language. The bibliography lists over 2,600 books
and articles. Anthropology and Archaeology A Changing Relationship
Routledge Anthropolgy and Archaeology provides a valuable and much-needed
introduction to the theories and methods of these two inter-related subjects. This
volume covers the historical relationship and contemporary interests of archaeology
and anthropology. It takes a broad historical approach, setting the early history of
the disciplines with the colonial period during which the Europeans encountered and
attempted to make sense of many other peoples. It shows how the subjects are
linked through their interest in kinship, economics and symbolism, and discusses
what each contribute to debates about gender, material culture and globalism in the
post-colonial world. Europe's Lost Frontiers: Volume 1 Context and
Methodology Archaeopress Publishing Ltd Europe’s Lost Frontiers was the largest
directed archaeological research project in Europe, investigating the inundated
landscapes of the Early Holocene North Sea – often referred to as ‘Doggerland’. The
ﬁrst in a series of monographs presenting the results of the project, this book
provides the context of the study and method statements. Resurfacing the
Submerged Past Prehistoric Archaeology and Landscapes of the Flevoland
Polders, the Netherlands A scientiﬁc synthesis of 50 years of archaeological and
palaeolandscape research on the prehistory of the Flevoland Polders, the
Netherlands. The Dawn of Belief Religion in the Upper Paleolithic of
Southwestern Europe University of Arizona Press Hunter-gatherers of the Upper
Paleolithic period of the late Pleistocene epoch in western Europe left a legacy of
cave paintings and material remains that have long fascinated modern man. This
book draws on theories derived from cultural anthropology and cognitive
archaeology to propose a reconstruction of the religious life of those people based
on the patterning and provenience of their artifacts. Based on the premises that all
members of Homo sapiens sapiens share basically similar psychological processes
and capabilities and that human culture is patterned, the author uses ethnographic
analogy, inference from material patterns, and formal analysis to ﬁnd in prehistoric
imagery clues to the cosmology that lay behind them. The resulting book is an
intriguing speculation on the nature of paleolithic religion, oﬀering scholars a
valuable synthesis of anthropological, archaeological, and sociological research, and
general readers an accessible account of how our forebears may have regarded the
unknown. "A well-written and intellectually rigorous introduction. If you are curious
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about prehistory, you will enjoy it." —Wilson Library Bulletin "Most interesting to
those scholars interested in seeking materialist foundations or ecological
explanations for religious practices." —American Antiquity "A well-written and
concise account of what has recently been achieved by the investigations of spiritual
life of the Earth's most ancient human communities." —Archiv Orientalni
(Czechoslovakia) Crimes in the Past: Archaeological and Anthropological
Evidence Archaeopress Publishing Ltd This book discusses examples of crime
scenes in the archaeological past, their detection and interpretation with the help of
modern science; readers will ﬁnd cases of historic and prehistoric ‘crimes scenes’
known from various contexts: (pre)historic (mass) graves, lethal violent acts related
to warfare, ritual killings, or possible murder cases. North European Symposium
for Archaeological Textiles X Oxbow Books The NESAT symposium has grown
from the ﬁrst meeting in 1981 which was attended by 23 scholars, to over 100 at the
tenth meeting that took place in Copenhagen in 2008, with virtually all areas of
Europe represented. The 50 papers from the conference presented here show the
vibrance of the study of archaeological textiles today. Examples studied come from
the Bronze Age, Neolithic, the Iron Age, Roman, Viking, the Middle Ages and postMedieval, and from a wide range of countries including Norway, Czech Republic,
Poland, Greece, Germany, Lithuania, Estonia and the Netherlands. Modern
techniques of analysis and examination are also discussed. The First Farmers of
Europe An Evolutionary Perspective Cambridge University Press The book shows
how the spread of farming across Europe was the result a population expansion from
present-day Turkey. The Backbone of Europe Health, Diet, Work and Violence
over Two Millennia Cambridge University Press Represents the largest recorded
dataset based on human skeletal remains from archaeological sites across the
continent of Europe. Archaeology: A Very Short Introduction OUP Oxford This
entertaining Very Short Introduction reﬂects the enduring popularity of archaeology a subject which appeals as a pastime, career, and academic discipline, encompasses
the whole globe, and surveys 2.5 million years. From deserts to jungles, from deep
caves to mountain tops, from pebble tools to satellite photographs, from excavation
to abstract theory, archaeology interacts with nearly every other discipline in its
attempts to reconstruct the past. In this new edition, Paul Bahn brings the text up to
date, including information about new discoveries and interpretations in the ﬁeld,
and highlighting the impact of developments such as the potential use of DNA and
stable isotopes in teeth, as well the eﬀect technology and science are having on
archaeological exploration. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series
from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Comparative Archaeologies A Sociological View of the Science of the Past
Springer Science & Business Media Archaeology, as with all of the social sciences,
has always been characterized by competing theoretical propositions based on
diverse bodies of locally acquired data. In order to fulﬁll local, regional expectations,
diﬀerent goals have been assigned to the practitioners of Archaeology in diﬀerent
regions. These goals might be entrenched in local politics, or social expectations
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behind cultural heritage research. This comprehensive book explores regional
archaeologies from a sociological perspective—to identify and explain regional
diﬀerences in archaeological practice, as well as their existing similarities. This work
covers not only the currently-dominant Anglo-American archaeological paradigm, but
also Latin America, Western and Eastern Europe, Asia, and Africa, all of which have
developed their own unique archaeological traditions. The contributions in this work
cover these "alternative archaeologies," in the context of their own geographical,
political, and socio-economic settings, as well as the context of the currently
accepted mainstream approaches. The Archaeology of Medieval Europe 1 The
Eighth to Twelfth Centuries AD Aarhus Universitetsforlag The two volumes of The
Archaeology of Medieval Europe will together comprise the ﬁrst complete account of
medieval archaeology across Europe. Archaeologists from academic institutions in
ﬁfteen countries are collaborating to produce these two books of sixteen thematic
chapters each. In addition, every chapter will feature a number of 'box-texts', by
specialist contributors, highlighting sites or themes of particular importance. The
books will be comprehensively illustrated throughout, in both colour and b/w,
including line drawings and specially commissioned maps. This ground-breaking set,
which is divided chronologically into two (Vol. 1 extending from the Eighth to Twelfth
Centuries AD, and Vol. 2 from the Twelfth to Sixteenth Centuries - to appear 2008),
will enable readers to track the development of diﬀerent cultures, and of regional
characteristics, throughout the full extent of medieval Catholic Europe. In addition to
revealing shared contexts and technological developments, the complete work will
also provide the opportunity for demonstrating the diﬀerences that were inevitably
present across the Continent - from Iceland to Italy, and from Portugal to Finland and to study why such diﬀerences existed. The Archaeology of Death in Postmedieval Europe Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG Historical burial grounds are an
enormous archaeological resource and have the potential to inform studies not only
of demography or the history of disease and mortality, but also histories of the body,
of religious and other beliefs about death, of changing social relationships, values
and aspirations. In the last decades, the intensive urban development and a
widespread legal requirement to undertake archaeological excavation of historical
sites has led to a massive increase in the number of post-medieval graveyards and
burial places that have been subjected to archaeological investigation. The
archaeology of the more recent periods, which are comparatively well documented,
is no less interesting and important an area of study than prehistoric periods. This
volume oﬀers a range of case studies and reﬂections on aspects of death and burial
in post-medieval Europe. Looking at burial goods, the spatial aspects of cemetery
organisation and the way that the living interact with the dead, contributors who
have worked on sites from Central, North and West Europe present some of their
evidence and ideas. The coherence of the volume is maintained by a substantial
integrative introduction by the editor, Professor Sarah Tarlow. “This book is a ‘ﬁrst’
and a necessary one. It is an exciting and far-ranging collection of studies on postmedieval burial practice across Europe that will most certainly be used extensively”
Professor Howard Williams Archaeological Anthropology Perspectives on
Method and Theory University of Arizona Press For centuries, the goal of
archaeologists was to document and describe material artifacts, and at best to make
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inferences about the origins and evolution of human culture and about prehistoric
and historic societies. During the 1960s, however, a number of young, primarily
American archaeologists, including William Longacre, rebelled against this simplistic
approach. Wanting to do more than just describe, Longacre and others believed that
genuine explanations could be achieved by changing the direction, scope, and
methodology of the ﬁeld. What resulted was the New Archaeology, which blended
scientiﬁc method and anthropology. It urged those working in the ﬁeld to formulate
hypotheses, derive conclusions deductively and, most important, to test them.
While, over time the New Archaeology has had its critics, one point remains
irrefutable: archaeology will never return to what has since been called its Òstate of
innocence.Ó In this collection of twelve new chapters, four generations of Longacre
protŽgŽs show how they are building upon and developing but also modifying the
theoretical paradigm that remains at the core of Americanist archaeology. The
contributions focus on six themes prominent in LongacreÕs career: the intellectual
history of the ﬁeld in the late twentieth century, archaeological methodology,
analogical inference, ethnoarchaeology, cultural evolution, and reconstructing
ancient society. More than a comprehensive overview of the ideas developed by one
of the most inﬂuential scholars in the ﬁeld, however, Archaeological Anthropology
makes stimulating contributions to contemporary research. The contributors do not
unequivocally endorse LongacreÕs ideas; they challenge them and expand beyond
them, making this volume a ﬁtting tribute to a man whose robust research and
teaching career continues to resonate. The Oxford Handbook of Archaeological
Ceramic Analysis Oxford University Press This volume draws together topics and
methodologies essential for the socio-cultural, mineralogical, and geochemical
analysis of archaeological ceramic, one of the most complex and ubiquitous
archaeomaterials in the archaeological record. It provides an invaluable resource for
archaeologists, anthropologists, and archaeological materials scientists. Making
Journeys Archaeologies of Mobility Oxbow Books Despite notable explorations of
past dynamics, much of the archaeological literature on mobility remains dominated
by accounts of earlier prehistoric gatherer-hunters, or the long-distance exchange of
materials. Reﬁnements of scientiﬁc dating techniques, isotope, trace element and
aDNA analyses, in conjunction with phenomenological investigation, computer-aided
landscape modeling and GIS-style approaches to large data sets, allow us to follow
the movement of people, animals and objects in the past with greater precision and
conviction. One route into exploring mobility in the past may be through exploring
the movements and biographies of artifacts. Challenges lie not only in tracing the
origins and ﬁnal destinations of objects but in the less tangible ‘in between’ journeys
and the hands they passed through. Biographical approaches to artifacts include the
recognition that culture contact and hybridity aﬀect material culture in meaningful
ways. Furthermore, discrete and bounded ‘sites’ still dominate archaeological
inquiry, leaving the spaces and connectivities between features and settlements
unmapped. These are linked to an under-explored middle-spectrum of mobility, a
range nestled between everyday movements and one-oﬀ ambitious voyages. We
wish to explore how these travels involved entangled meshworks of people, animals,
objects, knowledge sets and identities. By crossing and re-crossing cultural,
contextual and tenurial boundaries, such journeys could create diasporic and novel
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communities, ideas and materialities. Forensic Archaeology A Global
Perspective John Wiley & Sons Forensic archaeology is mostly deﬁned as the use of
archaeological methods and principles within a legal context. However, such a
deﬁnition only covers one aspect of forensic archaeology and misses the full
potential this discipline has to oﬀer. This volume is unique in that it contains 57
chapters from experienced forensic archaeological practitioners working in diﬀerent
countries, intergovernmental organisations or NGO?s. It shows that the practice of
forensic archaeology varies worldwide as a result of diverse historical, educational,
legal and judicial backgrounds. The chapters in this volume will be an invaluable
reference to (forensic) archaeologists, forensic anthropologists, humanitarian and
human rights workers, forensic scientists, police oﬃcers, professionals working in
criminal justice systems and all other individuals who are interested in the potential
forensic archaeology has to oﬀer at scenes of crime or places of incident. This
volume promotes the development of forensic archaeology worldwide. In addition, it
proposes an interpretative framework that is grounded in archaeological theory and
methodology, integrating aﬃliated behavioural and forensic sciences. Archaeology,
Anthropology, and Interstellar Communication National Aeronautics & Space
Admin Are we alone? asks the writeup on the back cover of the dust jacket. The
contributors to this collection raise questions that may have been overlooked by
physical scientists about the ease of establishing meaningful communication with an
extraterrestrial intelligence. By drawing on issues at the core of contemporary
archaeology and anthropology, we can be much better prepared for contact with an
extraterrestrial civilization, should that day ever come. NASA SP-2013-4413. The
Archaeology of Human Bones Routledge The Archaeology of Human Bones
provides an up to date account of the scientiﬁc analysis of human skeletal remains
from archaeological sites. This completely revised edition reﬂects the latest
developments in scientiﬁc techniques for studying human skeletons and the latest
applications of those techniques in archaeology. In particular, the sections on ancient
DNA and bone stable isotopes have been comprehensively updated, and two
completely new chapters have been introduced, covering metric study of the
postcranial skeleton and ethical dimensions of the study of human remains. The
Archaeology of Human Bones introduces students to the anatomy of bones and
teeth, utilising a large number of images. It analyzes the biasing eﬀects of decay and
incomplete recovery on burial data from archaeological sites, and discusses what we
may learn about burial rites from human remains. Subsequent chapters focus on
demographic analysis of earlier populations, normal skeletal variation, disease and
injury, isotopic and DNA analysis of bone, the study of cremated bone and ethical
aspects of working with ancient human remains. Current scientiﬁc methods are
explained, alongside a critical discussion of their strengths and weaknesses. The
ways in which scientiﬁc analyses of human skeletal remains can contribute to
tackling major archaeological or historical issues is illustrated by means of examples
drawn from studies from around the world. Technical jargon is kept to a minimum,
and each chapter contains a summary of the main points that a student should grasp
and a list of further reading targeted to enable students to follow up major issues
covered in the book. Featuring case studies from around the world and with copious
illustrations, The Archaeology of Human Bones continues to be a crucial work for
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students of archaeology. A Companion to Forensic Anthropology John Wiley &
Sons A Companion to Forensic Anthropology presents the most comprehensive
assessment of the philosophy, goals, and practice of forensic anthropology currently
available, with chapters by renowned international scholars and experts. Highlights
the latest advances in forensic anthropology research, as well as the most eﬀective
practices and techniques used by professional forensic anthropologists in the ﬁeld
Illustrates the development of skeletal biological proﬁles and oﬀers important new
evidence on statistical validation of these analytical methods. Evaluates the goals
and methods of forensic archaeology, including the preservation of context at
surface-scattered remains, buried bodies and fatal ﬁre scenes, and recovery and
identiﬁcation issues related to large-scale mass disaster scenes and mass grave
excavation. Archaeological Theory in Europe The Last Three Decades
Routledge The 1980s witnessed exciting developments in theoretical writing in
Western archaeology. Where previous decades were dominated by the AngloAmerican perspective, or "New Archaeology", the recent years showed the European
debate grow in conﬁdence and vitality. This book, published in 1991, captures this
spirit of debate as contributors from a wide cross-section of countries evaluate the
development of the distinctly national and European characteristics of archaeology
and assess future directions. Contributors consider an extensive range of ideologies
and viewpoints, stressing the fundamentally historical emphasis and social
construction of European archaeology. The development of archaeological theory is
traced, with speciﬁc emphasis on factors which diﬀer from country to country.
Ultimately, it argues that the most active response to archaeology is to celebrate
theory within a constantly critical mode. A great insight into the development of
theory. The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology and Anthropology of
Hunter-Gatherers OUP Oxford For more than a century, the study of hunting and
gathering societies has been central to the development of both archaeology and
anthropology as academic disciplines, and has also generated widespread public
interest and debate. The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology and Anthropology of
Hunter-Gatherers provides a comprehensive review of hunter-gatherer studies to
date, including critical engagements with older debates, new theoretical
perspectives, and renewed obligations for greater engagement between researchers
and indigenous communities. Chapters provide in-depth archaeological, historical,
and anthropological case-studies, and examine far-reaching questions about human
social relations, attitudes to technology, ecology, and management of resources and
the environment, as well as issues of diet, health, and gender relations - all central
topics in hunter-gatherer research, but also themes that have great relevance for
modern global society and its future challenges. The Handbook also provides a
strategic vision for how the integration of new methods, approaches, and study
regions can ensure that future research into the archaeology and anthropology of
hunter-gatherers will continue to deliver penetrating insights into the factors that
underlie all human diversity. The Archaeology of Ethnicity Constructing
Identities in the Past and Present Routledge The question of ethnicity is highly
controversial in contemporary archaeology. Indigenous and nationalist claims to
territory, often rely on reconstructions of the past based on the traditional
identiﬁcation of 'cultures' from archaeological remains. Sian Jones responds to the
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need for a reassessment of the ways in which social groups are identiﬁed in the
archaeological record, with a comprehensive and critical synthesis of recent theories
of ethnicity in the human sciences. In doing so, she argues for a fundamentally
diﬀerent view of ethnicity, as a complex dynamic form of identiﬁcation, requiring
radical changes in archaeological analysis and interpretation. The Oxford
Handbook of the Archaeology and Anthropology of Rock Art Oxford
Handbooks This handbook is currently in development, with individual articles
publishing online in advance of print publication. At this time, we cannot add
information about unpublished articles in this handbook, however the table of
contents will continue to grow as additional articles pass through the review process
and are added to the site. Please note that the online publication date for this
handbook is the date that the ﬁrst article in the title was published online. For more
information, please read the site FAQs. A History of Archaeological Thought
Cambridge University Press Bruce Trigger examines the history of archaeological
thought from medieval times to the present in world-wide perspective. Europe's
Early Fieldscapes Archaeologies of Prehistoric Land Allotment Springer
Nature This volume focuses on the development of ﬁeld systems through time and
space and in their wider landscape context, including classical issues pertaining to
past land use and management regimes, including manuring, water, land and crop
management, and technologies such as slash‐and‐burn cultivation, and use of the
ard and plough. This book provides the ﬁrst comprehensive attempt to bring
together and provide a comprehensive insight into the latest prehistoric ﬁeldscape
research across Europe. The book raises a broader awareness of some of the main
questions and scientiﬁc requests that are addressed by scholars working in various
ﬁeldscapes across Europe. Themes addressed in this book include (a) mapping and
understanding ﬁeld system morphologies at various scales, (b) the extraction of
information on social processes from ﬁeld system morphologies, (c) the relations
between ﬁeld systems and cultural and natural features of their environment, (d)
time-depths and temporalities of usage, and (e) speciﬁcs of the underlying
agricultural systems, with special attention to matters of continuity and resilience
and relation to changing practices. The case-studies explore how to best approach
such landscapes with traditional and novel methodologies and targeted research in
order to enhance our knowledge further. The volume oﬀers inspiration and guidance
for the heritage management of ﬁeldscape heritage – not solely for future scholarly
research but foremost to stimulate strategic guidance to frame and support
improved protection of evidently vulnerable resources for Europe’s future. This
volume is of interest to landscape archaeologists. The Social Archaeology of
Food Thinking about Eating from Prehistory to the Present Cambridge
University Press This book oﬀers a global perspective on the role food has played in
shaping human societies, through both individual and collective identities. It
integrates ethnographic and archaeological case studies from the European and
Near Eastern Neolithic, Han China, ancient Cahokia, Classic Maya, the Inka and many
other periods and regions, to ask how the meal in particular has acted as a social
agent in the formation of society, economy, culture and identity. Drawing on a range
of social theorists, Hastorf provides a theoretical toolkit essential for any
archaeologist interested in foodways. Studying the social life of food, this book
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engages with taste, practice, the meal and the body to discuss power, identity,
gender and meaning that creates our world as it created past societies. The
Archaeology of the Iberian Peninsula From the Paleolithic to the Bronze
Age Cambridge University Press One of the only guides to the prehistoric
archaeology of the Iberian Peninsula that engages with key anthropological and
archaeological debates. The Earliest Europeans A Year in the Life: Survival
Strategies in the Lower Palaeolithic Oxbow Books The Earliest Europeans
explores the early origins of man in Europe through the perspective of ‘a year in the
life’: how hominins in the Lower Palaeolithic coped with the year-round practical
challenges of mid-latitude Europe with its distinctive temperatures, seasonality
patterns, and available resources. Current research has provided increasingly robust
archaeological and Quaternary Science records, but there are ongoing uncertainties
as to both the earliest Europeans’ speciﬁc survival strategies and behaviours, and
the character of their dispersals into Europe. In short, how sustained and ‘successful’
were the individual phases of European occupation by Lower Palaeolithic hominins
and what sorts of ‘human’ where they? Using a season-by-season chapter structure
to explore, for example, the contrasting demands and opportunities of winter versus
summer survival, Hosﬁeld explores how foods and other resources would vary across
the four seasons in quantity and quality, and the resulting implications for hominin
behaviours. Text boxes provide the background on key issues, and the book draws
on a range of supporting evidence including technology (e.g. the nature of Lower
Palaeolithic stone tools; the evidence for organic tools), hominin life history (e.g. the
length of infant dependency; the nature of ‘parenting’; the implications of diﬀerent
mating models; the Social Brain Hypothesis), cognitive studies (e.g. brain scanning
research into possible planning capabilities) and potential bias in the archaeological
record (e.g. in terms of what is and isn’t preserved). By testing the likelihood of
diﬀerent scenarios by comparing short-term, site-based insights with long-term,
regional trends, Hosﬁeld is able to out forward ideas on how our earliest European
ancestors survived and what their lives were like. A Companion to Forensic
Anthropology John Wiley & Sons A Companion to Forensic Anthropology presents
the most comprehensive assessment of the philosophy, goals, and practice of
forensic anthropology currently available, with chapters by renowned international
scholars and experts. Highlights the latest advances in forensic anthropology
research, as well as the most eﬀective practices and techniques used by professional
forensic anthropologists in the ﬁeld Illustrates the development of skeletal biological
proﬁles and oﬀers important new evidence on statistical validation of these
analytical methods. Evaluates the goals and methods of forensic archaeology,
including the preservation of context at surface-scattered remains, buried bodies
and fatal ﬁre scenes, and recovery and identiﬁcation issues related to large-scale
mass disaster scenes and mass grave excavation. Current Approaches to
Collective Burials in the Late European Prehistory Proceedings of the XVII
UISPP World Congress (1–7 September 2014, Burgos, Spain) Volume
14/Session A25b Archaeopress Publishing Ltd The articles in this volume provide
examples of diﬀerent approaches currently being developed on Prehistoric collective
burials of southern Europe, mostly focusing on case studies, but also including
contributions of a more methodological scope. Multidisciplinary Approaches to
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Forensic Archaeology Topics discussed during the European Meetings on
Forensic Archaeology (EMFA) Springer This book will present the most advanced
research on forensic archaeology presented during the annual European meetings in
the last 3 years. Thanks to the broad nature of the chapters presented, this book will
show not only diﬀerent approaches and diﬀerent crime scenes around Europe, but
also how every single European law enforcement has faced forensic investigations.
This book shows forensic archaeology as practiced in this legal context, emerging
and solidifying in many European countries, diﬀering in some respects because of
diﬀerences in legal systems but ultimately sharing common grounds. Diﬀerently
from similar books, this will be not only a collection of research and case studies in
which forensic practitioners demonstrate the extent and complexity of the various
aspects of forensic archaeology, but also it will show the necessity of co-operation as
a condition for any work in forensic archaeology among scientists of diﬀerent
disciplines and law enforcers. Confronting the Sacred: Durkheim vindicated
through philosophical analysis, ethnography, archaeology, long-range
linguistics, and comparative mythology Lulu.com Indigenous Knowledge
Enhancing its Contribution to Natural Resources Management CABI
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) reviews cutting-edge research and links theory with
practice to further our understanding of this important approach's contribution to
natural resource management. It addresses IK's potential in solving issues such as
coping with change, ensuring global food supply for a growing population, reversing
environmental degradation and promoting sustainable practices. It is increasingly
recognised that IK, which has featured centrally in resource management for
millennia, should play a signiﬁcant part in today's programmes that seek to increase
land productivity and food security while ensuring environmental conservation. An
invaluable resource for researchers and postgraduate students in environmental
science and natural resources management, this book is also an informative read for
development practitioners and undergraduates in agriculture, forestry, geography,
anthropology and environmental studies. Amazonian Indians from Prehistory to
the Present Anthropological Perspectives University of Arizona Press Amazonia
has long been a focus of debate about the impact of the tropical rain forest
environment on indigenous cultural development. This edited volume draws on the
subdisciplines of anthropology to present an integrated perspective of Amazonian
studies. The contributors address transformations of native societies as a result of
their interaction with Western civilization from initial contact to the present day,
demonstrating that the pre- and postcontact characteristics of these societies
display diﬀerences that until now have been little recognized. CONTENTS Amazonian
Anthropology: Strategy for a New Synthesis, Anna C. Roosevelt The Ancient
Amerindian Polities of the Amazon, Orinoco and Atlantic Coast: A Preliminary
Analysis of Their Passage from Antiquity to Extinction, Neil Lancelot Whitehead The
Impact of Conquest on Contemporary Indigenous Peoples of the Guiana Shield: The
System of Orinoco Regional Interdependence, Nelly Arvelo-Jiménez and Horacio
Biord Social Organization and Political Power in the Amazon Floodplain: The
Ethnohistorical Sources, Antonio Porro The Evidence for the Nature of the Process of
Indigenous Deculturation and Destabilization in the Amazon Region in the Last 300
Years: Preliminary Data, Adélia Engrácia de Oliveira Health and Demography of
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Native Amazonians: Historical Perspective and Current Status, Warren M. Hern Diet
and Nutritional Status of Amazonian Peoples, Darna L. Dufour Hunting and Fishing in
Amazonia: Hold the Answers, What are the Questions?, Stephen Beckerman
Homeostasis as a Cultural System: The Jivaro Case, Philippe Descola Farming,
Feuding, and Female Status: The Achuara Case, Pita Kelekna Subsistence Strategy,
Social Organization, and Warfare in Central Brazil in the Context of European
Penetration, Nancy M. Flowers Environmental and Social Implications of Pre- and
Post-Contact Situations on Brazilian Indians: The Kayapo and a New Amazonian
Synthesis, Darrell Addison Posey Beyond Resistance: A Comparative Study of
Utopian Renewal in Amazonia, Michael F. Brown The Eastern Bororo Seen from an
Archaeological Perspective, Irmhilde Wüst Genetic Relatedness and Language
Distributions in Amazonia, Harriet E. Manelis Klein Language, Culture, and
Environment: Tup¡-Guaran¡ Plant Names Over Time, William Balée and Denny Moore
Becoming Indian: The Politics of Tukanoan Ethnicity, Jean E. Jackson Anthropology
of Landscape The Extraordinary in the Ordinary UCL Press An Anthropology of
Landscape tells the fascinating story of a heathland landscape in south-west England
and the way diﬀerent individuals and groups engage with it. Based on a long-term
anthropological study, the book emphasises four individual themes: embodied
identities, the landscape as a sensuous material form that is acted upon and in turn
acts on people, the landscape as contested, and its relation to emotion. The
landscape is discussed in relation to these themes as both ‘taskscape’ and
‘leisurescape’, and from the perspective of diﬀerent user groups. First, those who
manage the landscape and use it for work: conservationists, environmentalists,
archaeologists, the Royal Marines, and quarrying interests. Second, those who use it
in their leisure time: cyclists and horse riders, model aircraft ﬂyers, walkers, people
who ﬁsh there, and artists who are inspired by it. The book makes an innovative
contribution to landscape studies and will appeal to all those interested in nature
conservation, historic preservation, the politics of nature, the politics of identity, and
an anthropology of Britain. The Archaeology of Time Travel Experiencing the
Past in the 21st Century Archaeopress Archaeology This volume explores the
relevance of time travel as a characteristic contemporary way to approach the past.
If reality is deﬁned as the sum of human experiences and social practices, all reality
is partly virtual, and all experienced and practiced time travel is real. In that sense,
time travel experiences are not necessarily purely imaginary. Time travel
experiences and associated social practices have become ubiquitous and popular,
increasingly replacing more knowledge-orientated and critical approaches to the
past. Papers discuss the implications and problems associated with the ubiquity and
popularity of time travelling and whether time travel is inherently conservative
because of its escapist tendencies, or whether it might instead be considered as a
fulﬁlment of the contemporary Experience or Dream Society. Whatever position one
may take, time travel is a legitimate and timely object of study and critique because
it represents a particularly signiﬁcant way to bring the past back to life in the
present. Handbook of Forensic Anthropology and Archaeology Routledge With
contributions from 70 experienced practitioners from around the world, this second
edition of the authoritative Handbook of Forensic Archaeology and Anthropology
provides a solid foundation in both the practical and ethical components of forensic
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work. The book weaves together the discipline’s historical development; current ﬁeld
methods for analyzing crime, natural disasters, and human atrocities; an array of
laboratory techniques; key case studies involving legal, professional, and ethical
issues; and ideas about the future of forensic work--all from a global perspective.
This fully revised second edition expands the geographic representation of the ﬁrst
edition by including chapters from practitioners in South Africa and Colombia, and
adds exciting new chapters on the International Commission on Missing Persons and
on forensic work being done to identify victims of the Battle of Fromelles during
World War I. The Handbook of Forensic Anthropology and Archaeology provides an
updated perspective of the disciplines of forensic archaeology and anthropology.
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